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November 11th, 2019 

 

Hard to fight, yet hard to embrace… 

Well here we are, with the S&P 500 coming 

off another week of gains – that’s five weeks 

in a row, which marks the longest winning 

streak in two years.  Given how the underlying 

fundamental data has played out, you really 

would have had a hard time convincing most 

investors that the major averages would be 

roughly 20% higher on the year.  Let me run 

through just a high-level checklist of what I’m 

talking about here.   

 

GDP growth in the U.S. has persistently 

slowed throughout the balance of the year, 
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going from 3.0% in Q1, to 2.0% in Q2, 1.9% 

in Q3, and estimates from the New York Fed 

and Atlanta Fed are forecasting Q4 growth 

under 1.0%.  An equally fascinating exercise 

is walking through the math and seeing that 

Nominal GDP in Q3 of 2018 was 

approximately $20.75 trillion and has grown 

over the past twelve months to approximately 

$21.53 trillion, or $776 billion in additional 

GDP over the past year.  Looks pretty good on 

the surface, and that seems to have become the 

modus operandi for the investment community 

– focusing on the headline numbers and not 

bothering to dig beneath the surface to 

ascertain what is actually going on.  No 

question, the consumer has been and continues 

to be strong (more on this below), the 

government sector is spending without 

constraint, but outside of these two inputs, the 

story isn’t so hot.  Housing bounced in the 

latest quarter, but prior to this quarter 
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residential construction was working through 

five consecutive quarters of decline.  Non-

residential construction has rolled over into 

contraction, business investment has just 

declined for its second straight quarter, and 

net exports (the U.S.’s share of global trade) 

isn’t doing much one way or the other.   

 

So, let’s peal back to onion a little further on 

these two significant components – 

government spending and the consumer.  It 

should come as little surprise to anyone to 

hear that any semblance of fiscal prudence has 

long been abandoned by almost anyone 

holding a political post in the U.S.  This 

unconstrained spending goes for both sides of 

the aisle, whereby the only difference between 

the parties is how each side chooses to spend 

the ballooning debt pile that’s being built up.  

Recall above how I pointed out that over the 

prior year from Q3 2018 through Q3 2019, 
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Nominal GDP increased by $776 billion.  

Well, over that same time period total federal 

debt expanded from $21.52 trillion in Q3 2018 

to $22.72 trillion in Q3 2019, or an increase of 

$1.2 trillion.  When you consider that GDP 

accounting is really nothing more than 

measuring the total spending transacted in the 

U.S. economy, these numbers really highlight 

the negative credit multiplier that is being 

borne of each incremental dollar of 

government spending.  This isn’t to say that 

it’s not additive, and as such this has gone a 

long way in staving off / delaying an all-out 

recession in the U.S. economy, but one of 

several unintended consequences could be 

showing through in that it does open the door 

to the populist/socialist spending agenda 

coming out of the Elizabeth Warren and/or 

Bernie Sanders camps.   
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I don’t care to digress into the political arena 

at this time, as there will be plenty of ink to be 

spilled on this subject as we get into the brunt 

of the campaign cycle early next year.  But 

make no mistake, the results of next 

November’s election will have material 

ramifications for capital markets and asset 

prices given the extreme divide between the 

way the current administration and, say, a 

Warren administration views the economy and 

capital markets’ role in said economy. 

 

Then we have the consumer, which every 

equity market bull on the planet can’t scream 

loud enough about how strong the consumer is 

and how they’re pulling the world economy 

along.  Of course, because outside of 

government spending, this is the only other 

component of economic activity that is 

actually still expanding, so what else is there 

to ascribe the continuation of this expansion 
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to?  But here’s a little tidbit, and perhaps one 

most readers can relate to when it comes to 

consumer spending, as I’ve been doing some 

work on this area over the last several weeks 

and what I’ve learned is that a rising share of 

spending over time is being syphoned into 

‘essentials’.  Consumer ‘essentials’, such as 

groceries, rent/housing, utilities, and 

healthcare (otherwise considered recession 

proof consumption categories) now comprise 

over 40% of consumer spending and nearly 

30% of GDP.   This is why it is so rare to see 

consumption contract even in recessions going 

back over the last seven decades (the Global 

Financial Crisis being the lone exception 

where it did go negative).  Furthermore, this 

also highlights how in order for the U.S. 

economy to slip into a recession, it requires a 

rather material downturn in the rest of the 

components that make-up GDP growth.   
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On a diffusion basis, a growing number of 

GDP segments have entered or are entering 

into contractionary territory on their own.  

This is why I think we’ll learn a lot about the 

fate and direction of this expansion over the 

next two to three months.  Let me walk you 

through my thinking.   

 

The strong consumer backdrop has been the 

overriding narrative that has kept the economy 

and stock market humming along this year, 

but consumption is strongly correlated to 

employment, and employment is dependent on 

corporate profits.  As for corporate profits, we 

are coming up on the conclusion of Q3 

earnings season with nearly 90% of 

companies having reported results and 

according to FactSet, 75% of companies beat 

EPS expectations and 60% on revenues.  By 

now I hope we’ve all caught on to the game 

between the C-suite lowering the bar as the 
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quarter progresses, which gets Wall St. 

analysts to take down their numbers so the 

company can beat lowered expectations when 

the actual reports come out.  Don’t interpret 

my tone as anything else than calling it like it 

is, as knowing how the game is played is an 

important component of actually playing the 

game.   

 

What is garnering more of my attention of late 

is the persistent nature of the ongoing earnings 

recession.  You see, when Q1 S&P 500 

earnings came in roughly flat on a year-over-

year basis, the consensus expectation was that 

it was going to be a one quarter anomaly that 

was simply the aftermath of a meltdown in the 

equity market in the fourth quarter of 2018.  

Then Q2 earnings came in and once again they 

were flat to slightly negative (depending on 

who’s numbers you’re using).  Now here we 

are concluding Q3 earnings season and S&P 
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500 profits are expected to come in at -2.4% 

when all is said and done.  This is a far cry 

from the narrative that was being spun earlier 

this year with the consensus pushing the 

notion that the back half of the year would see 

a meaningful recovery with Q3 estimates at 

that time penciling in a +4.0% EPS growth 

rate.  Instead it looks as though earnings will 

decline between 2 – 3% and Q4 numbers, 

which at their peak were estimated to come in 

at +9.0%, have now seen estimates cut into 

negative territory as well.  Should things play 

out according to estimates then 2019 will end 

up being a year of 0% profit growth with 

revenue growth that has been much stronger at 

4.0%. 

 

Imagine that, here we are bearing down on 0% 

earnings growth for the year – an outcome 

very few predicted or expected, and even 

fewer it seems want to acknowledge and now 
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the widely expected V-shaped Q4 earnings 

recovery (where estimates at the start of the 

year were for double digit growth) have fallen 

by the wayside.  But don’t worry about that, 

because stock prices are higher and that’s all 

that seems to matter – boy, have we come a 

long way from the time when investors 

viewed themselves as having an ownership 

stake in the future vibrancy of a company, to 

one where we treat all companies as social 

commodities.      

 

So, let me try and tie some things together 

here.  If revenues grew at 4.0%, but profit 

growth was flat, that means that profit margins 

came down meaningfully.  What has also been 

confirmed by other sources beyond company 

earnings reports is that business investment 

and capex is rolling over.  With profit margins 

being crimped, what corporate executives are 

learning is that the expense cuts they’ve made 
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this year (slowdown in hiring and decline in 

capex investment, to name a few) haven’t 

been enough.  Absent a pickup in economic 

growth, then corporative executives are likely 

to shift their focus to further optimizing the 

business through expense cuts, which puts the 

bullseye on the biggest expense of any 

company – labor.   

 

This is why I view the next 2 to 3 months as a 

likely meaningful inflection point for the 

continuation or expiration of this expansion.  

We’re at year end for most companies where 

decisions on budgeting, new capital projects, 

headcount, potential acquisitions, divestures, 

etc.…are being made for the next 12 – 36 

months.  Given the meaningful slowdown in 

the U.S. economy to a stall speed level, only 

subtle indications that the worst of the 

downturn may be in the rearview for the rest 

of the world, sluggish profit growth, still 
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elevated uncertainty on the U.S. / China trade 

front, and the upcoming U.S. election, it’s 

reasonable to expect that corporate managers 

will be cautious in their plans for 2020.    

 

If that’s the case, then a continued focus on 

expense controls is in the cards going forward 

and this feeds directly into the labor market 

(strong consumer backdrop).  We’ve already 

seen a slowing in job growth throughout the 

balance of this year in the highly followed 

BLS employment report, and yes, this 

includes the noisy September jobs report that 

got everyone so excited because it wasn’t 

terrible.  It wasn’t bad, but it was far from the 

‘all-clear signal’ the capital markets took it as.  

Last week’s release of the September JOLTS 

numbers (Job Opening and Labor Turnover 

Survey) was in stark contrast to the BLS 

payroll data we got at the beginning of the 

month.  The number of job openings fell hard 
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to 277k and have declined in three of the past 

four months.  Since the November 2018 peak, 

Job Openings have declined 602k or nearly 

8%, while the pace of hirings minus the 

change in the pace of firings in September 

stumbled by 102k and this followed a 118k 

slide in August (we haven’t seen this level of 

degradation in this report in nearly eight 

years).  

 

As it relates to the labor market, let’s just say 

that the verdict is still out as to just how solid 

or soft the current environment is.  Sure, 

jobless claims, the unemployment rate, and 

the fact that job growth (while slowing) is still 

positive are all constructive, but a model of 

leading labor market indicators that I track and 

that has done a good job at front-running the 

slowdown this year is still showing a 

weakening trend going forward.   
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The way I see things at this moment is that 

over the next 2 to 3 months (say as late as 

March), we will know whether the Fed and 

global central banks have successfully 

engineered a soft landing with another 

reflationary upcycle underway, or we’re 

actually in a recession.  The biggest variable 

driving the reflation path is the aggressive 

action in monetary policy around the globe 

throughout 2019 where a rate cut by the Bank 

of Thailand last week marked the 45th global 

rate cut this year.  That cut brought the global 

cumulative total decline in policy rates to 

2,195 basis points (or a nearly 22% 

cumulative rate cut) – that is not a small 

number, ladies and gentlemen.  And its’s hard 

not to consider the stimulative impact this 

level of policy accommodation has had at the 

stabilization in the JP Morgan global PMI 

index which has risen for three consecutive 

months.  Granted, it’s still below the 50 level 
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that signifies expansion or contraction, but the 

fact that it is no longer getting worse is a step 

in the right direction.   

 

As for the Fed, I remain of the view that they 

still haven’t done enough yet and the three 

cuts they’ve done so far this year has just 

removed the overtightening they implemented 

with their hikes and balance sheet contraction 

last year.  Slowly but surely, they are moving 

in the right direction with their balance sheet 

expanding by roughly $280 billion in the last 

eight weeks.  These actions have un-inverted 

the yield curve which has many of the talking 

heads on bubblevision all excited, to which I 

say as respectfully as possible – learn some 

history.  This isn’t to say that history is a 

precise forecasting tool for the future, but it’s 

the initial inversion (and sustained for a 

consistent length of time – roughly 3 months) 

that causes the damage the economy 
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experiences in the not too distant future.  In 

the last cycle, the yield curve inverted (both 

the 3m/10yr and 2yr/10yr) in June / July 2006 

after which the Fed proceeded to stop any 

additional hikes and started cutting rates in 

September 2007, the equity market rallied in 

relief, but neither of these things stopped the 

recession from starting in December of 2007.   

 

As for the yield curve going from being 

inverted to positively sloped, this is what is 

expected to happen when the Fed starts the 

rate cutting cycle.  Does that mean there is 

nothing to worry about and investors should 

throw all caution to the wind?  Not even close.  

At the start of the last recession, the 3mth/10yr 

yield curve had a positive slope over 60 basis 

points and the 2yr/10yr curve was over 100 

basis points and all that told you was that this 

positive development would eventually work 

its way into the system and sow the seeds for 
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the next expansion once the recession ran its 

course.  Today these curves are positively 

sloped by 39 basis points and 26 basis points 

respectively, not even close to the steepness 

the banks need to see to be incentivized to 

take on the risk of restarting the credit cycle 

spigot.   

 

Where does that leave us?  I’m still in the 

patient, disciplined, wait, watch, and monitor 

stance.  Sure there are opportunities that have 

been popping up here and there that offer a 

compelling enough risk/reward trade off to 

take action on, but as for making a material 

shift to overall risk exposure in capital 

allocations – there is very little that has 

transpired this year that would induce a 

fiduciary, acting in a matter of prudence, to 

take such action.  Yes, the equity market is 

higher, but that’s because the central banks 

have turned the liquidity spigots back on and 
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even with this tailwind, the underlying 

fundamentals have showed very little signs of 

improvement.  We’ve had positive 

developments of late on the trade front and the 

Brexit clouds have parted somewhat, but in 

my book an alleviation of some potentially 

adverse news is not the same as good news.   

 

To me, this remains a “Greater Fool’s Theory” 

market (the idea that there is always a greater 

fool out there willing to pay a higher price for 

a foolish investment) where you have to stay 

disciplined to your long-term goals and 

remain aware that risks continue to elevate as 

asset prices persistently diverge from 

fundamentals.  We could be (or perhaps have 

been for some time) moving into a new 

investment paradigm, but I’ve always been 

suspicious of such calls as they go against 

history, human nature, and the natural ebb and 

flow of cycles.  This one may have received 
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the jolt it needed to extend it a bit further, but 

with valuations like the forward P/E multiple 

pushing back up to 17.5x (this was the peak 

multiple for the cycle back in 2018, just after 

the passage of the tax cuts and 3 points higher 

than the historical average of 14.5x) it’s 

indicative that a lot of good news is already 

priced in, and very little of the possible bad.                     
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